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The Supercharged
is Here…

The New Mark 2 Series Six is supercharged with a wide range of new features to 
elevate the product’s design status one-step closer to the superior, BiLock! 

Take a look  at just some of the features of the SS machine known as:

 “Series Six - Mark 2”.

operated, Australian Lock Company which has 
been supplying locksmiths, all around Australia, 
for over 25 years!

precision which has made BiLock an iconic high 
security lock brand in Australia.

coded key heads.

head strategically designed to bolster the status 
for Series Six, looking more like its superior 
master keying option, BiLock.

nickel silver key blank.

 
locksmiths to ensure restricted systems for 
selected,  sizeable customers.

“economical” master keying alternative to BiLock 
and other high security master keying systems.

mixed and matched. 7 Colours to choose from 
(Black, Red, Green, Royal Blue, Orange, White  

Company, manufacturer of BiLock high security locking cylinders.

unprecedented success for Australian Lock Company, has now 

been expanded to include a new range of economical cylinders 

and ergonomically designed coloured key heads.  The coloured key 

heads provide Australian Lock’s Agent network with the capacity 

to supply low priced master key systems that can be differentiated 

either door to door, or at each level within the master key system.

to compete for the market share in the broad ranging, medium 

security market in Australia.

key has been designed  with added material to  give it a width 

which cannot be readily or easily manufactured from existing 

Series Six in-line Range of Cylinders & Plugs

Australian Lock Company manufactures Series Six barrels and 

keys within their Unanderra factory to ensure complete product 

integrity.  The very latest key milling technology has been designed 

and purpose built for the Australian Lock Company to ensure the 

Australia’s Award winning manufacturer of BiLock high security 

locking systems.

 

 

free security you have come to expect from Australian Lock 

Company, manufacturer of BiLock high security locking cylinders. 

*   Whilst every attempt has been made to ensure profile security, the Australian Lock 
Company provides no guarantee of security with design registration only.


